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The term Performance Marketing originates from online marketing, where brands pay for 

predefined actions being taken on digital platforms, like Google Search. These actions could 

include things like impressions being displayed on websites (like banners) to actual clicks on 

websites and can even include completed enquiries or sales on a brand’s website. 

The reason that Performance Marketing is synonymous with ‘digital’ is because of the ability 

to track and measure almost anything in online marketing.

The ability to track all online actions is fundamental to Performance Marketing. Without the 

ability to say where a click, lead or sales comes from, means that a brand is unable to know 

what is driving their success. These measurements are most frequently referred to as web

analytics. The most frequently used analytics platform is called Google Analytics.

Google Analytics is the most prolific platform for three good reasons;

1. It’s free

2. It’s powerful
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3. It can (with a small degree of knowledge) answer pretty much any question that 

you may have regarding your websites performance or where that performance 

is coming from

Today, Performance Marketing is defined as digital marketing that has a single-minded or 

primary objective. The objective can vary but it is typically focused around getting more 

leads or enquiries for a brand i.e. driving sales revenue. 

The disciplines of Performance Marketing are broadly categorised into two primary 

activities:

• Organic Search (also referred to as SEO or Search Engine Optimisation)

• Paid Media

There are other forms of Performance Marketing, but the above two are the most 

frequently used ones to drive results for brands.

The intention of this paper is to give you a broad understanding of what Performance 

Marketing is, as well as the key principles involved in enabling you to manage successful 

online campaigns.
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Digital marketers are often masters of confusion. They use acronyms and jargon which 

confuse us all and it needn’t be so.

Essentially, if you were to draw a map of your digital landscape it would start with your 

website (or app) at the centre i.e. where you want to drive traffic to. The elements around 

your website are referred to as channels. The main channels would be Google Search and 

Social Media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn.

In all the above examples, you have the ability to pay for clicks which is paid media. We will 

now explain the channels that typically drive the most traffic, actions, or sales to a website.

Search Marketing

Google has a huge market share in many countries, in excess of 90% in most cases. So, it 

makes sense to keep our focus and descriptions centred around Google to help keep things 

simple. Search marketing can be either organic (not paid for) or paid. 

Organic Search

An organic search is often referred to as the natural listings in Google. These are not the ads 

at the top of the page but rather the listings directly underneath them. 
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These organic positions are ranked by Google based on the relevance to the search query 

being used and the authority (as perceived by Google) that a website has to that subject 

matter or topic.

Let’s take a quick look at these factors that determine your rank:

Relevance a simple example to illustrate relevance is if a user searches for car insurance on 

Google. Google will look at all the car insurance websites (in the users country of search) 

and then list the websites that are most relevant to that topic. As  you can imagine, in any 

country, there will be hundreds of websites that either sell or talk about car insurance. This 

is when the other key ranking factor of authority comes into play for Google, to determine 

who is ranked in which position.

Authority authority is made up of many factors but again to keep things simple we’ll stick to 

two primary factors; usage data based on the click through rate and how many links from 

other sites that you have.

Google will determine how popular your site is based on how many people click on your 

website as a percentage of all related searches. The more clicks you receive the more 

authority Google will give you. 
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Google will also assess how many other sites link to your site about the subject car 

insurance and how much authority these websites have. A link from a globally-renowned 

site would carry more authority than a link from a small or local blog for example.

Paid Search

Paid search or paid media refers to clicks that have been secured by a company or an 

advertiser who has paid for space or a listing on a publisher’s website.

A publisher is a site or platform from which you can buy advertising from and there are 

thousands of publisher sites available. However, the main ones are considered to be:

• Google Keyword Search (part of the Google AdWords advertising platform)

• Google Display Banners (also referred to as “GDN” or Google Display Network 

which is also a part of the Google AdWords advertising platform)

• YouTube (also part of the Google AdWords advertising platform)

• Facebook

• Instagram

• Twitter

• LinkedIn
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For the purpose of this paper, we will stick to Google AdWords and the Social Media 

platforms as the two primary sources of website traffic that is paid for. 

Google AdWords

The Google AdWords advertising platform includes many options of advertising. The most 

common being;

• Google Search - people searching for phrases or keywords on the Google search 

engine

• Google Display - banner adverts that other sites choose to display in order to 

make advertising revenue. Google has what is called the “GDN” or Google Display 

Network. This gives an advertiser the ability to show banners on sites through 

specific targeting. Targeting can include a number of elements, the most frequent 

being: keywords, topics, placements (different websites) and demographics, like 

age and gender.

Paid Social Media

There has been much discussion over the last few years around social media platforms 

removing “organic reach”. Meaning that unless you pay to promote your posts, your reach 

(people potentially seeing your posts) would be very limited, not even your page followers 

would necessarily see your content. 
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This, of course, was an obvious move by the social media platform owners to increase 

advertising revenue from brands. It’s pretty much a given that if you are creating social 

content, you need to put money behind the posts in order for people to have a chance of 

seeing them.

Various content types (or posts) can be promoted, many of which have different objectives. 

The main types of paid social media posts are:

• Engagement - getting people to like, comment or share on a post

• Click/traffic - getting people to click on a link or button to visit your website

• Lead generation - getting people to submit their information to enter 

competitions or become a lead (for example requesting a car test drive)
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So what determines where Google ranks your site in the search results? We already touched 

on two elements, relevance and authority, but let us expand on these and add in an 

additional third element; namely, visibility:

Ranking Signals

Visibility

When it comes to visibility, essentially Google says that they need your site to be accessible 

to both their Google Bots (or search bots) and to humans. Simplistically, this means:

• Does the website load quickly?

• Does it load properly on different devices and screen sizes - mobile, tablet and 

desktop?

• Does it load properly on different web browsers - Google Chrome, Firefox?

• Does the content have logical descriptions, headings and subheadings that tell 

the user what the page is about?

• Does the website have a logical structure with sections and subsections?

Essentially, Google is ranking a website based on whether or not you are providing people 

with a quick, seamless, and relevant user experience. It is as simple as that.
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A good analogy to illustrate visibility is that of a bookshelf. If Google is the bookshelf, then 

you want your book (i.e. your website) to be on that shelf. You want it to be found in the 

most relevant section. You want the spine of your book to stand out visually with a relevant, 

clear title. When a user picks up the book and thumbs through the content, you want them 

to clearly see sections and subsections, with a balance of visual and written content. All of 

this seems obvious for a book, but often gets forgotten when it comes to digital design. 

Creative, design-led thinking can often cloud logical structure. 

Ideally, a winning website should be a happy marriage of great design, logical thinking and 

excellent content. Our suggestion is to make sure it’s SEO and Google Bot friendly right from 

planning through to execution. Don’t try and retrofit relevance once the website is 

launched, you may need to start from scratch.

Relevance

Relevance is mostly related to having the right content on your site. However, it is also 

centred around having a targeted point of relevance in the first place. 

For example, let’s say you are a creative agency specialising in design, creative concepts, 

video production, website design and building. 
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What does your homepage say? Do you have specific pages for each category or service? Do 

you need subsections for each service, for example under website building do you need 

options like WordPress, Joomla, or any other type of site?

The above might seem obvious but the starting point is actually about deciding what you 

want to be relevant for. However, this cannot be based solely on what you think, but rather 

should be based on data of what people are actually searching for. 

Take the example of a South African store that sells couches and has decided to expand their 

business into the UK market, starting with a new website. They’ve simply copied their South 

African website which targets the word couch(es) for their new UK users. What’s the 

problem, you may ask? The problem is that people from the UK don’t search for the word 

couch(es) but rather use the word sofa(s), so this website would not be relevant at all, 

because people literally would not be searching for it.

What you might think people will search for and what they actually search for can often be 

completely different. We strongly suggest using tools like 

https://www.wordstream.com/keywords to check before planning your website content.
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Authority (Importance)

To illustrate importance we use the analogy of a political party. The most popular party will 

have “the most votes” but in many voting systems, not all votes are equal (as with provinces 

or states for example). 

So when Google looks to determine your authority or importance, it will look at the volume 

of links (or votes) pointing at your website. Some votes will be great, from sites that are 

well-renowned with great authority themselves, others will be less significant but will add to 

the authority of your site overall. Some will potentially be toxic links, where Google is saying 

the site that links to your site is so poor (having no value to the user) that it's going to count 

as a “negative vote”.

Mobile Search

Another key factor to be considered is the nature of the search on a mobile device. Not only 

does the website need to be designed with the mobile-user experience in mind but the 

speed of the experience is critical too.

If you wish to see how fast your website is being delivered a very useful tool is GTmetrix -

https://gtmetrix.com/. If your site takes more than five seconds to load, you should be 

looking to enhance the speed of delivery.
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Think about the context of what you search for on a mobile device? You are more than often 

looking for things that are in close proximity to you. When you search for things near or 

around you, you would expect to find an accurate location of a brand on a map, right? 

Ideally you would like opening times or a telephone number that you can easily “tap to call”. 

You might even want to see previous customer reviews too.

As a brand owner, how often do you actually test the user experience of your brand on a 

mobile device? Have you tried Googling your brand on your phone? If not, you should and 

treat the fixing of any issues as a priority.

If you want to see what Google thinks of your site from a mobile perspective, have a quick 

look using this tool - https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly

When it comes to organic searches, the elements of ranking signals - visibility, relevance, 

authority - and mobile searches should be a key part of your organic search strategy.
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Paid media is quite simply the buying of traffic with a marketing budget.

The most common forms of Paid Performance channels being:

₋ Google Search Ads Text ads that appear above the Google organic search results. 

These ads are bought on an auction basis, where you set your bid (the maximum 

that you are prepared to pay per click) those bids are set against keywords that 

you wish to appear for.

₋ Google Display Banners Often referred to as “GDN” or The Google Display 

Network. These are visual banners that appear on websites that you choose 

(placements) or sites that belong to the Google Advertising Network (AdSense) 

that are categorised by Google based on certain topics or interests. 

₋ YouTube Video Advertising Most commonly what are called pre-roll ads, often 

referred to as the skippable adverts you see at the start of videos that you 

choose to watch. These are typically short brand messages and contrary to 

popular belief many people watch more than 30 secs of these ads, frequently 

more than 30 secs.
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₋ Facebook Promoted Posts Without putting some media behind your company 

timeline posts (organic posts) the chance of anyone seeing them is very slim. 

Facebook allows brands to promote these posts and offers detailed behavioural 

topic / interest targeting options for advertisers.

₋ Promoted Tweets Twitter allows you to also promote your brands content. They 

also offer topic, interest and keyword targeting options. They also have a variety 

of ad units, from standard tweets to image cards, video cards and more.

₋ LinkedIn also offer ads and they also allow you to create Sponsored Content. 

Sponsored Content is the boosting of posts that you create on your companies 

LinkedIn profile “timeline”.
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The most critical part of any online strategy, is outlining clear business objectives. If you ask 

an e-commerce store (a site that is able to transact directly online) which sells toasters what 

their objective is, the answer will be to sell more toasters, obviously. However, it’s not that 

simple and the issue can become more complex when the business objective is not clear.

Critical questions to ask when outlining the objectives are:

• Which types of toasters do we want to sell more of?

• At what cost per sale (cost of marketing)

• Does the cost per sale (cost of marketing) allow an adequate margin?

Sometimes the above can vary massively, so you need to make sure your objective is clear 

but also simple. If your allowable margin differs by product and you sell 1 000 products 

maybe it’s better to say, we can allow a cost of marketing of 12% on the average basket 

value. 

Non e-commerce campaigns become even more tricky. For example, if you sell generators 

but don’t sell them online, your objective would be to collect leads (people filling out a form 

to say they want to know more about your generators). 
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Critical questions for the generator business when outlining the objectives would be:

• How many leads do we need before we make a sale?

• How much money do we make per sale (on average)?

• How much of that value are we prepared to allow for marketing costs?

Let’s assume the average sales price was $100 000 and the normal ratio of sales to leads is 

1:10. $100 000 divided by 10 = $10 000. But that would mean no margin. So let’s say the 

allowable margin for marketing costs is 10%, the target cost lead therefore needs to be 

$1 000 per lead.

The above differs on a case by case basis, but for the purposes of the example, as the 

business owner, you would need to ask yourself:

• What does success look like?

• Is it clear and simple?

• What would allow us to make an acceptable margin?

• Is the campaign manager aligned and aware of these objectives?

• Will we report and judge success based on these objectives?
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Once your objective is clear and your campaign manager is also clear on what parameters 

they are working towards (i.e. setting clear business objectives), the next stage would be to 

ensure that you are able to track and measure success.

What is Web Analytics?

As mentioned earlier, the most common form of web analytics is Google Analytics. 

Once signed up for Google Analytics you will be given a small piece of code that needs 

placing on your website. This code is added to one common part of your website, normally 

the website’s header. This code then records all user sessions and collects data such as 

which pages have been consumed, for how long, and on what date and time. The code will 

also capture information about the user i.e. where they are located, and what kind of device 

they are using.

The Google Analytics interface is self-explanatory and is simply a case of installing the code 

and then waiting for or clicking around the various reports that are generated. 
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The main gap that Google Analytics users or marketers fall into is that there is so much 

information available, that they end up looking at too much information that is not 

important and it becomes overwhelming.

The Important Metrics

The practice of identifying the important metrics has already been taken care of in the 

section Setting Business Objectives. What is your primary objective? If it’s sales than the 

metric to focus on would be the sales revenue report. If it’s leads, than you should be 

focussing on the leads qty and cost per lead reports - simple.

Marketers are typically trained in the awareness funnel where the broad end of the funnel is 

reach (awareness). This often leads to people reporting from the top of the funnel down. 

This is entirely wrong for Performance Marketing, as the important end of the funnel is the 

bottom. 

Essentially, when measuring performance through Google Analytics you should start by 

reporting or asking your digital marketing agency to report, most importantly, on your 

primary objective.
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You have reached the end of the first paper in which we’ve unpacked what performance 

marketing is, in broad terms. Simply put, Performance Marketing is digital marketing activity 

that should result in a predetermined primary objective. 

The most common forms of Performance Marketing activity are organic search and paid 

media, both of which are underpinned by being able to track success and where it’s coming 

from, which is called analytics. 

The key lessons from this paper are:

• Set simple, clear objectives

• Make sure your campaign manager understands those objectives

• Have a plan for paid media that is aligned with your primary objectives

• Ensure your website is relevant to what people are actually searching for

• Ensure your website works for humans (fast, logical and relevant)

• Ensure you can accurately track your online activity

• Report against the important objectives (report on the hard things)
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